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Abstract--For a given class of uncertain dynamical systems we consider the problem of obtaining 
controllers which assure that the system state avoids a prescribed region. Each controller considered is
a combination of a memoryless controller and an adaptive controller. Constructive sufficient conditions 
are given for the existence of these avoidance controllers. The results are applied to linear systems and 
pursuit-evasion problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a given class of uncertain dynamical systems we consider the problem of obtaining controllers 
which assure that the state of the system avoids a prescribed region of the state space; i.e. every 
state motion which starts outside the region remains outside. 
The uncertain elements may be due to the imperfectly known actions of other agents (e.g. 
pursuers) or an uncertain environment, or both. 
A class of such problems is treated in Refs [1] and [2] employing memoryless controllers. With 
these controllers, the present control depends only on the present ime and state. Here, each of 
the controllers considered is a combination of a memoryless controller and an adaptive controller. 
The adaptive controllers generate controls which depend on the previous history of the state; they 
are dynamic ontrollers. By considering adaptive controllers, we assure avoidance for a larger class 
of systems than that considered in Ref. [1]. 
Sufficient conditions are given for the existence of these avoidance controllers. An explicit 
characterization f the adaptive controllers in terms of appropriate Lyapunov-type functions is also 
presented. 
We apply the conditions to obtain avoidance controllers for a general class of uncertain linear 
systems. 
We also apply the results to obtain evasion strategies for planar pursuit-evasion problems in 
which the only knowledge available on the pursuer's peed is that it is bounded; not even the bound 
is known. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Consider an uncertain system described by 
2(t)  = k(t ,  x( t ) ,  u(t), v(t)) (1) 
where t e• is the "time"; x( t )~A is the state with A c ~n and int(A)~ qS;:~ 
u(t) = F '2(t)]eoz, is the control input with q /= q/' x q/2c ~" 'x  ~rn2; 
L (t)_] 
V( t )e~ ~ R p is an uncertain input; and the function k: R x A x q /x  ~---, ~" is uncertain. 
The uncertain elements v and k may be due to an imperfectly known opponent (pursuer) and 
an uncertain environment. 
?Based in part on research supported by the NSF and the AFOSR. 
++int(A) denotes the interior of A. 
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We shall consider the uncertain input v(t) to be given by 
v(t)~q(t,x(t)), q6~ (2) 
where ~ is a known, non-empty, set of functions which map ~ x A into ~(~) . t  
Also, we suppose that 
k ~ ~.,U (3) 
where ~ is a known class of functions which map ~ x A x ~k' × ~ into ~". 
We shall suppose that for some matrix-valued function B : [~ × A ~ ~,×~2 each k ~ 3¢ is expressed 
as  
k(t, x, u, v) =f(t ,  x, u, v) + B(t, x)g(t, x, u, v) (4) 
where f :  ff~ x A x ~' × U ~ ~" and g : ~ z A x ~k' x U --. ~m2. Let ~ and c~ be the sets of such fs 
and gs, respectively. Thus, for each k e ~" there exist fe :~ and g ~ c~ such that (4) holds and (1) 
can be written as 
x(t) =f(t,  x (t), u(t), v(t)) + B(t, x(t))g(t, x(t), u(t), v(t)). (5) 
In what follows, we shall consider u'(t)  to be given by a set-valued, memoryless tate feedback 
controller; that is, 
u'(t )e pl(t, x(t )) (6) 
where p 'e~' ,  a prescribed class of functions which map ~ × A into ~(~'~). 
We shall consider u2(t) to be given by a set-valued, adaptive state feedback controller described 
by 
uZ(t)~pZ(t, x(t), fl(t)) ~(t) = h(t, x(t)) (7) 
with fi(t)e(O, oo), pZe~2,  and h ~jv#, where ~'~ and ~ are prescribed classes of functions which 
map ~ x A x (0, oo) and ~ x A into ~(~k '2) and lt~, respectively. 
Thus, subject to uncertainty given by (2) and control given by (6) and (7), the system under 
consideration can be described by 
Yc(t)~K(t,x(t),fl(t)) #(t)=h(t,x(t))  (8) 
with 
K(t, x, fl) ~- ~k(t, x, u, v)lu ep'(t, x) x pZ(t, x, fl), v eq(t, x)~. (9) 
Conditions (8)-(9) describe a generalized ynamical system; see Refs (4) and (5). By a solution 
of (8)-(9) we mean an absolutely continuous function (x( ' ) ,#( ' )) : [ t0,  t0~A x (0, ~) ,  to < t~, 
which satisfies (8)-(9) almost everywhere (a.e.) on [t 0, tO. 
We introduce now two definitions for any subset A of A. 
Definition 2.1. System (8)-(9) avoids ./ff iff, for each solution (x(.), #(')):It0, 4) ~A x (0, ~)  of 
(8)-(9) with x(to)e~ff, 
x ( t )e J l  Vte[to, tO. 
Definition 2.2. ~.~ is avoidable by (1)-(3) iff there exist functions p '~,  pZ6~,  and h ~Jt ~ such 
that, for all (q, k )e~ x ~,  system (8)-(9) avoids ~4/'. 
Now suppose one is given a set ~- ~ A (hereafter called the antitarget) for which it is desirable 
that (8)-(9) avoid Y .  The antitarget may be such that it is not avoidable by (1)-(3) +, or it may 
be difficult to synthesize an avoidance controller for J- .  Thus, we introduce another set o~' = A 
(hereafter called the avoidance set) which is closed§ and for which 
j -  = ~,, 
t~(:t  ") is the collection of non-empty subsets of ~.  
:~For example, see the problem treated in Section 7. 
§In the sequel, unless stated otherwise, all topological notions for subsets of A are defined relative to the topology for A 
which is induced by the regular topology for ~ .  In this induced topology, a set JV" c A is open iff .~= .g~A where 
• ¢ /~ [~n is open relative to the regular ~t" topology, 
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and we consider the problem of  obtaining functions p {, pZ, and h which assure that ~1 is avoidable 
by (I)-(3). 
Of  course, if (8)-(9) avoids ~¢ and (x( ' ) ,  #(')):[t0, fi) ~A x (0, oo) is any solution of  (8)-(9) with 
X(to)e~l, then x( t )~- -  Vte[t0, fi). 
We introduce now a notion which is useful in the problem solution. 
Definition 2.3. 5# ~ A is a safety zone for ~¢ iff 
(i) ,~ ~ ~ -- q~, 
(ii) Ad  = int (SgU~).t 
As an example, suppose ~ c A is open and c~¢ = 5~, then 5~\~¢ is a safety zone for ~1. 
Note that (ii) of  Definition 2.3 is equivalent o 
or 
~¢ cint (5 ~ U ~¢). 
It may be shown readily that a safety zone 5e has the property that if x( ') :[t0, t2]---+A is any 
continuous function with X(to)~ s# and x(t~)• ~d, then there exist t3, t~ e [to, tz] with t3 < t4 such that 
x(t )e5# for all t e[t3, t4) and x(t4)eOsl. Thus, every continuous x( . )  which enters ~¢ from A\o~' 
must pass through ~.  
3. AVOIDANCE WITH MEMORYLESS CONTROLLERS 
We consider first the problem of  obtaining memoryless avoidance controllers [which generate 
u'(t)] for the uncertain system described by 
~(t) = f ( t ,  x(t) ,  u'(t), u2(t), v(t)) 
(10a) 
u2(t)~qg 2, v(t)~q(t ,x(t) )  
with 
qE~,  f E .#-. (10b) 
a memoryless controller p~e#*~ such that, for any More specifically, we wish to obtain 
(q , f )~  x ~,  the system described by 
2(t )eF( t ,  x(t))  (! I) 
F(t, x )~ {f (t, x, u, v)lu 1 ~ pl(t, x), u2 ~ql 2, v ~q(t, x)J 
avoids ,d. This is the problem considered in Refs [1] and [2]. 
The following condition is sufficient to assure that d is avoidable by (10). 
Condition C I 
There exists a function p~ e ,~'  and a C ~ function V: (9 ~ ~, where C is an open subset of ~ x ~", 
such that 
(i) ~ x ,5#~  (5 where 5 #j is a safety zone for ,~'; 
(ii) if (tt, x~)~ x Ad,  
then 
- -  _ lim V(t, x) = oo; (12) 
{t, x )~t t  I. xb  
(iii) for each (q , f )e~ x ~ and ( t ,x )~ × ,9 ~, 
8__V 
( t ,x )+ (~V ( t ,x ) f ( t ,x ,u ,v)<~ O (13) 
Ot ~3x 
for all u~p~(t ,x ) ,  u2~ql 2and v~q( t ,x ) .  
tg,d denotes the boundary of ,d, that is, c3~ ¢ = ~7\int (.~¢) where ,~ is the closure of ,d. 
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We have now the following result. 
Theorem 3.1 
I fp ~ and V assure satisfaction of condition C l, then (! 1) avoids ~¢ for all (q , f )eg  x ~.  Hence, 
CI implies that ,~/ is avoidable by (10). 
Proof For any (q , f )e~ × ~,  consider any solution x('): [to, t~)~A of (11) with X(to)~,~. 
Suppose there exists t2e[t0, fi) with x(t2)e~¢. 
Since 5 r~ is a safety zone for ~¢ and x(.) is continuous, there exist t~, t4e[t0, t2] with t3 < t~ such 
that x(t)e,9 ~ for t ~[t 3, t~) and x(ta)eSs¢. 
Define I7: [t3, t4) "--* [~ by IT(t) = V(t, x(t)). 
It now follows from (ii) of condition C1 that 
lira l?(t)= lim V(t ,x ( t ) )= 
t~t  4 t~t  4 
that is, 
However, a.e. on [t~, t~) we have 
~(t)  = av  
lira V(t, x) = oc 
( t ,x)  ~( t  4, ~(t4)) 
lim l?(t)= ~.  (14) 
t~ l  4 
~3V 
(t, x(t)) + ~x (t, x(t))~(t) 
A, 
which, upon utilizing (11) and (iii) of condition C1, yields V(t)<~ 0; hence, 
l?(t) ~< 1203), Vte[t3, tD. (15) 
Condition (14) contradicts (15). Thus, there does not exist t2e[t0, t~) such that x(t2)e~¢. Hence, 
system (11) avoids o~. 
It may be shown readily that condition CI is implied by the following condition. 
Condition C I 
There exist a function p~ga~ and a C j function I2: (~ --+ ~, where (~ is an open subset of ~ × ~", 
such that 
(i) ~ x (?,~¢U~ ) c (fi where 5el is a safety zone for d ;  
(ii) for a l l x~5 P~, x I~d  and t~,  
12(t,x)> 12(t',x ~) Vt~>~t; (16) 
(iii) for all (q , f )~x~.~ and ( t ,x )~x ,~,  
912 012 
~-~ (t, x) + ~ (t, x ) f ( t ,  x, u, t,) >~ 0 (17) 
for all ul~p~(t,x), u2~ll 2 and v~q(t ,x ) .  
To demonstrate hat condition C1 follows from CI, one first shows that there exists a C ~ function 
~b: ~ ~ ~ such that, for all t ~ ,  
12(t, x ~) = (9(t) Vx ~ 6a.~, 
~(t)<~O. 
Then, letting C~{(t ,x)~CI 12(t,x)-  4~(t) ~ 0}, define V: C~ ~ by 
V(t, x) = [12(t, x) - ~b (t)] '. (18) 
Remark 3.1 
Theorem 3.1 with condition C1 replaced with (~1 is essentially the same as Theorem 3.1 of 
Ref. [l]. 
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Theorem 3.1 has an immediate corollary. Suppose V: (_9 --, R is a C ~ function, satisfying (i) and 
(ii) of  condition C1, where (9 is an open subset of R x ~", and define 
H(t,x, ul)~-sup -~ ( t ,x )+~x (t,x)f(t,x,u,v)lu2e°li2, ve~, fe ,  ~ . 
Then we have at once the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. I 
If, for each ( t ,x)eR x ,9 ~', there exists ~eo?/~ such that 
H(t, x, t7 ~) = min H(t, x, u~), (19) 
ul~/l 
H(t, x, a ~) <~ O, (20) 
then, letting 
/~'(t, x) = {17 ~ eq/llti ~ satisfies (19)-(20)}, 
(iii) of  condition C1 is satisfied with any p~ which satisfies 
pl(t,x) cfi l(t,x), V( t ,x )eNx5 gl. 
Thus, provided p~ e~' ,  it assures that ag is avoidable by (10). 
Remark 3.2 
By appropriate choice of  V, it may be possible to deduce an avoidance controller from (19). 
Remark 3.3 
Note that if p '  and V assure satisfaction of condition C1 and p'  e~ a' is such that 
then pl and V also assure satisfaction of  CI; in other words, an avoidance controller need not 
satisfy conditions (other than belonging to ,@') outside of ~ × 5 e~. 
4. AVOIDANCE FOR THE COMPLETE UNCERTAIN  SYSTEM 
We return now to the original problem posed in Section 2 which is' that of obtaining an avoidance 
controller for the complete uncertain system described by (1)-(3). 
First, we introduce a condition on .~ and ~. 
Condition C2 
There exists a safety zone ~2 for d such that, for each q e ~ and g e ~#, there are scalars/~0 > 0 
and /~ >/0, possibly dependent on q and g, such that for all ( t ,x )~ × 5e2, 
(u2)rg(t,x,u,v)>~t~ollU2[l[l]u2[[-~] VuEq/, veq(t,x).  (21) 
If p ~ and V assure satisfaction of  condition C1, let 
,, r~V ~(t ,x)=B(t ,x)  ~x ( t 'x ) r '  (22) 
Now we consider the controllers for u2(t) to be given by (7) where pZe~2 and h EJg' are any 
functions which, for some l > 0, satisfy 
{ ~( t ,x ) f l}  if 
P2(t'x'fl)= II~(t,x)ll 
h(t, x) = l II ~ (t, x)tl, 
for all ( t ,x , /~)e~ x ,9 ° x (0, ~)  where 5~=,~1N5 e2. 
We have now the following result. 
¢In other words, if ~(t, x) # O, p2(t, x, ~) is a singleton. 
~(t,x)~O, (23)t 
(24) 
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Theorem 4.1 
Suppose p~ and V assure satisfaction of condition CI, condition C2 is satisfied, and p2 and h 
are as specified above. Then system (8)-(9) avoids ~' for all q E~ and k e aug. Hence, C1 and C2 
imply that ~ is avoidable by (1)-(3) provided p2~2 and h e~.  
Proof This proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 except hat we consider now a solution 
(x(-), fl(.)): [to, fi) ~A x (0, oc) of (8)-(9) for any q e~ and k e Jr ,  5 P~ is replaced with the safety 
zone ~ f35 e2, and the boundedness of 17 [recall inequality (15)] is demonstrated as follows. 
Define l?r: [t3, t4) --~ ~ by 
fir(t) = fi(t ) + (/3o/2l)[fl(t ) -/3]2, (25) 
where/30 > 0 and /3 ~> 0 are chosen to satisfy (21) for given q and g. 
Then, a.e. on [t3, t4), we hayer 
2., ,L ,~ 
vr(t ) = v( t ) + (/30/0 (fl(t ) - /3) /3(0  
~V 
_ ,~v (t, x) + (t, ~).~ + (/30/0 (~ - /3 )~ 
which, after utilizing (8), (9), (4), (22), (24) and (iii) of condition C1, yields 
- ~?V 
Vr(t) <~ 0 + ?x (t, x)B(t ,  x)g(t, x, u, v) + (/3o/l)(fl -/3)/3 
= ~(t, x)rg(t,  x, u, v) +/3olJ~ (t, x)ll (fl - /3). (26) 
If c~(t,x) = 0, then clearly Vr(t) <~ O. 
If 7(t ,x )4 :  0, then, utilizing (7) and (23), 
:~(t, x) = -[N ~ (t, x)ll/fl]u 2 
and it follows from (26) and condition C2 that 
l?r(t) ~< -[H~(t, x)li/fl](u2)Tg(t, x, u, t,) +/30ltc~ (t, x)ll(fl --/3) 
~< --[llc~ (t, x)ll/fl]/3ollu 2 I1(11 u211 - /3)  +/3011 ~(t, x)ll (fl - /3)  
= -/3oN ~ (t, x)II(fl - /3 )  +/30)1 ~(t, x)II(fl - /3)  
=0.  
Thus, a.e. on [t3, t4), Vr(t)<, 0; hence, 
fir(t) <<. fiT(t3), Vt e[t3, t4). 
NOW, utilizing (25) and the non-negativity of (/3o/21)[fl(t)-/3]2, we obtain 
fi(t) <~ fi,(t~), vt ~[t,, t,). 
Remark 4,1 
Suppose p l and V assure satisfaction of condition (~1 and V ~s taken to be given by (18). Then, 
on employing (22)-(24), 
~(t, x) = -[ l~(t, x) - ~b(t)] ~- c~(t, x) = - V(t, X) 2 ~(l, X) 
where 
and 
aP (t,x)T ~(t, x )~ B(t, x) f ~x (27) 
fSometimes,  for the sake of  brevity, we omit the argument  . 
" I~( t 'x )  f l l  if ~(t ,x )¢O,  (28) 
p'(t, x, fl) = ~. II~(t, x)In 
h(t, x) =/[l?(t, x) - 4)(t)] 211~(t, x)11, (29) 
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5. L INEAR SYSTEMS 
Consider an uncertain linear system described by 
Yc(t) = Ax(t) + Blul(t) + B2u2(t) + CI1)l(t) -1- C21)2(t) (30) 
where t E[~, x(t)~R", and u;(t)~ql ~ c R m,, i = 1, 2; v'(t)~/-~ = ~P' is uncertain with ~U l known and 
bounded; v2(.): R ~R p2 is an unknown bounded function with unknown bound; and A, B;, C ~, 
i = 1, 2 are known matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
Thus there exist a known scalar p,,,ER+ and an unknown scalar p~,2e~+ such that 
IIv'(/)ll ~<A,,, 111)2(t)ll ~<p~. (31) 
Now we make the following assumptions. 
(i) -A  is asymptotically stable; i.e. all eigenvalues of A have positive real parts. 
(ii) There exist matrices D' and D 2 such that 
C t=BID t, C2=B2D 2. 
Hence we can write (30) as 
Yc(t) = Ax(t) + Bl[uJ(t) + Olvl(t)] + BZ[uZ(t) + DZv2(t)] (32) 
which is in the form of (5) with 
f ( t ,x ,u ,  1))=Ax + B~[u~ + D~v~], B ( t ,x )=B 2, g(t ,x,u,  1))=u2 + D21) 2, 
where 
[ v' ] 
v--- 
i )  2 • 
Suppose the antitarget ~-- is a bounded subset of I~". To obtain an appropriate avoidance set 
~¢, first choose any negative definite matrix Q ~ R "×~ and solve the matrix Lyapunov equation 
PA +ArP  + Q = 0 (33) 
for P e~"×". Since -A  is asymptotically stable, (33) has a unique positive definite symmetric 
solution; e.g. see Ref. [8]. Since J -  is bounded, there exists a e R+ such that f f  c d where 
~¢~- {x ~ ~"lxrPx <~ a}. 
Defining I2: I~ x ~"~ R by 
12(t, X) ~=xTpx 
and taking any E ~(0, oo], (i) and (ii) of condition (~1 are satisfied with 
6a'=~ {x ~" la  <xTpx <a +E}. 
Now, on considering any function p~: R x R" --, 2(8/ ')  which, for all (t, x) ~ R x :T', satisfies 
t BlrPx } 
P l ( t ,x)= iiBlrexll Pl if BIrPx:AO (34) 
where 
P, ~> IID'II p~,, (35) 
it can be verified that (iii) of CI holds. 
Thus, provided p l6~l ,  C1 is satisfied. 
To demonstrate hat condition C2 holds, let 6e2= R" and recall that Itv211 ~< p,2. Then 
(u2)rg(t, x, u, v) = (u2)r[u z + D2v 2] >~ IluZLI [llu=ll -- IID211p~,2]; 
hence (21) is satisfied with/~0 = 1 and/~ = IIDZllP~.2. 
Utilizing (27)-(29), the adaptive controllers generating u2(t) are given by (7) where p2 ~2 and 
CAMWA 13/1-3--B 
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h e ~ are any functions which, for some l > O, satisfy 
{ B2rPx } 
p:(t, x,/~) = .][ B2rp x [[ /~ if 
h( r ,x )= 
for all ( t ,x , / ? )~ × .~ x (0, o~). 
Remark 5.1 
l l[ B2rPx II 
(xrPx -- a) 2' 
B2rpx ~ O, (36) 
(37) 
Assumption (i) can be relaxed to the following assumption. 
(i)' ( -A ,  -B )  is stabilizable where B ~ [B~B2]; i.e. there exists a matrix E such that - (A  + BE) 
is asymptotically stable. 
In this case, (34) and (36) are replaced by 
f Blrp x } B~ p~(t,x) = E~x + [[B1Tp xl[ pJ if rPx ~0, (38) 
{ B2rPx fl} if B2TPxv~O, O9) p2(t, x, fl) = g2x n t [[ B2rp x [[ 
respectively, where 
is chosen so that - (A  + BE) is asymptotically stable; in (37)-(39), P is now the solution of (33) 
with A replaced with A + BE, that is, 
P(A + BE) + (A + BE)rP + Q = 0. (40) 
6. EXAMPLE: LINEAR SYSTEM 
Consider an uncertain system described by 
Jc,(t) = x2(t) + u2(t) + v2(t), .~2(t) = ul(t) + v'(t), 
where x~(t), x~(t)~ , v~(t) is an uncertain element which satisfies 
t,~(t)~[ -1 ,  1] = R 
and v-'(-) is an unknown bounded function with unknown bound. 
Clearly, (41) is given by (30) with 
In view of (42), we can take p,, = 1. 
Assumption (ii) is shown to hold by letting D ~= D z= 1. 
Assumption (i)' is satisfied. In particular, we take 
Letting 
and solving (40) for P yields 
P [_-1/2 
(41) 
(42) 
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hence, 
V(t, x) = 3/2 x~ - xix2 + x~. 
Thus, for some a e ~+, we consider the avoidance set .~' to be given by 
~Z = {(x,, x2)T e ~213/2X~ -- X~X2 + x~ ~ a} 
and, for some c e (0, oc], we consider the safety zone ,5 ~ to be given by 
5 el = {(xl, x2)re ~21a < 3/2x 2 - xix2 + x~ < a + ~ }. 
Utilizing (37)-(39) and letting p~ = 1, we take p~ e~ ~, p2E~2 and h e .~ to be any functions 
which satisfy 
p l ( t ,x )={- -x i+x2+sgn( - - l /2x l+x2)}  if x l#2x2,  
p2(t,x, fl) = {sgn (3/2x~ - 1/2xz)fl} if 3x, =#x2, 
h( t ,x )= l (3 /2x~-  x~x2 + x~-a)  213/2xt-1/2Xzl ,  l >O, 
for all (t ,x,  f i )eA  x ,9 °' x (0, oo), where 
1 if ~ />0 
sgn(q)= -1  if ~/<0.  
7. EVADING A PURSUER OF UNKNOWN SPEED 
Here we treat the problem of evasion from a pursuer whose speed, vp(t), is unknown and has 
an unknown bound, p,,. We consider the situation in which the pursuer's strategy is one of 
pure pursuit, that is, the pursuer's velocity is directed along the line of  sight. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 
From kinematical considerations we obtain 
t :=vecosq$-ve ,  rO=vL, sinq$, a ,=vE(O+~) ,  
where t¥ is the evader's speed and a, is the normal component  of  the evader's acceleration. 
Let 
x,&r ,  x2&O, u'Aa./v2~,= U2&VE, v"=Vp, A&(0, cc )×[ -z~,~] ,  ~//2&(0. cc). .  
Then 
2c I = U 2cOSX 2 -  U, 
x2 = - (u2/x , )  sin x2 + u 2ul. 
Choosing any k e(0, 1), we rewrite (43) as 
-~?l = u2(cos x2 - k) + ku 2 -- V, 
Yc, = - (u2 /xp  sin x2 + u2u l, 
J 
J r  
J 
, s  
P 
J 
J 
J E 
J 
Reference Line 
Fig. I. Pure pursuit. 
(43) 
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which is in the form of  (5) with 
f (t, x, u, v) = u2[ c°sx2-k  ] 
- ( l / x0  sinx2 + u I ' 
B( t ,x)=I~ ], g( t ,x ,u ,v)=ku2-v.  
We shall consider 
~l  = [_t i t ,  til] 
for some given ti~ > 0. 
Now, suppose that the evader wishes to assure that the distance r from the pursuer remains 
greater than a specified length a; that is, for some a > 0, the antitarget Y is given by 
Z ' -= Ix eAIx~ ~<a~. 
Choosing any 6 > 0, we let the avoidance set 
2 2 1'2 ~= {x~AIx  I <~a +lr +6 --[(g +6)  --x2]' }; 
see Ref. [1] and Fig. 2. 
Consider V: (9 ~ I~ where 
(~ = ~ x (0, oQ) x ( -~  - 6, rr + 6), 
g( l ,  x )  = x I -~- [(Tz -I- t~) 2 - -  x~]  12 - -  (7[ -t- (~). 
Then, taking any c ~ (0, oo] and letting 
~O1 = {X GAla + rc + 6 - [(re + 6)  2 -~2]1 '2_  < XI < a2 + c } 
where 
a2 = a + ~ +6 - (2~6 + 62) 12 , 
it may readily be verified that (i) and (ii) of  condition (~1 hold. 
Consider now any function p~: N x A--*~(~'~) which satisfies 
p ' ( t ,x )= l - t i '}  if x2>0,  
p~(t ,x )= l t i  ~} if x2<O,  (44) 
for all ( t ,x )~N x5  ~. I f  
ti~ >~ sup [ - (x2 /x~)  sin x2 + [(g + 6) 2 - x2] j'2 (k - cos xz)]lx21 l, (45) 
XEv~l 
x 2 =~ 0
I J~' f  
\ 
a+rr*8 
"~., 
\ 
A \ 
\ 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
J 
P 
X~ 
Fig. 2. Avoidance set and safety zone. 
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then (iii) of condition (~1 is satisfied. For example, since x2~[-x ,  x] for all x ~5 ~l, (45) holds if 
~ >/(k + 1)[(it + 6) 2 - (cos -~ k)2] '/2 (cos-~k) ~. 
Thus, utilizing (6) and (44), the controllers proposed for generating uJ(t) assure that 
u~(t )=-a  lsgn(x2(t)) if x2(t)~O, (46) 
whenever x(t) ~ 5f'. 
If we let 5e2= A, then for all ( t ,x )E~ x 5 e2, 
(U2)Tg( t, X, U, V) = u2(ku 2 -- v) >~ k lu:l(lu2[ - p,,k i); 
that is, (21) is assured with fl0 = k and  /3 = p,k - ' .  Hence, cond i t ion  C2 is satisfied. 
Thus,  employ ing  (7), (28) and  (29), the control lers proposed for generat ing u2(t) are those which, 
for some 1 > 0, assure that 
tj2(t) = l[x~(t) + [(n + 6) 2 -- X2(l)2] 1/2 -- (a + n + 6)] 2 (47) 
whenever  x( t )~ 5e ~. Note that tj2(t) is the tangent ia l  component  of  the evader 's  acceleration. Also. 
(47) requires that tJ2(/) become unbounded as x( t )  approaches 8d .  
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